Meeting Minutes 11/3/22

Present: Samantha Frame, Christina Santibanez, Mindy Harding, Donna Bushman, Andrea McMillan

Shared data. Where we are in comparison to other Title I school and where we want to grow in.

Parents stated they want more communication from the school. They enjoy Dojo and to remind us to use that platform more. Andrea mentioned we will be doing a bookend communication each week. Monday’s we will send the student council videos and Fridays will be a “Friday Fuzzies” from Monroe.

PTA:

T-shirt sale is live and notes have been sent home for parents to start ordering if they wish

Fundraiser – Little Ceasars Nov 10th- 28th. Cards will be sold at $15/card

Reflections- 3 entries have come in. We will come up with a certificate for those who participated with a small token and will award at the next Award’s Assembly in Quarter2. All three will go to council. Samantha will send them through tonight.

Santa Shop- first full week of December---December 5-9. Donna will call PTA members to see if we can get volunteers. They will run it from 9a-5p. They will coordinate with teachers to do a showing and will require notes to have students out of class to purchase.

We will draft standing rules during the next few months to help new comers know how PTA purchases work and share PTA bylaws on purchases.